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3:002:302:001:301:000:300:00







Questions/concerns

patentscope@wipo.int





Summer school

Session 1: simple search, result list, stemming, account

Session 2: field combination, advanced search, result list

Session 3: special tools, search interfaces & features

Session 4: more advanced exercises combining the usage of multiple interfaces and search features



Practical cases

First review theory

Exercise is shown with a defined time to complete

Solution is shown



PATENTSCOPE

No cost

Available to all: https://patentscope.wipo.int

https://patentscope.wipo.int/
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Search: Field Combination
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Exercises

1. Using the Field Combination interface, how many results do you find when 

combining the following fields and search terms with the operator AND:

a. Publication Date: 2018

b. Applicant nationality: China

c. English abstract: support

d. International Patent Classification: H04W

e. Applicant name: huawei

Time: 2 minutes



122



a. Publication Date: 2018

b. Applicant nationality: China

c. English abstract: support

d. International Patent Classification: H04W

e. Applicant name: huawei



2. How many PCT applications have licensing availability information for 

publication year 2019?

156

Time: 1 minute





3. Build a search to look for both patent and non-patent information about cancer 

in English using the title field.



3. Build a search to look for both patent and non-patent information 

about cancer in English using the title field.



4. How many documents of the collection of the USA do not have 

any CPC information? 

1,824,597







5. For the Applicant Mars what is the difference in the number of 

results when grouped by family and not grouped by family?

5,249







6. Add to the previous search, the keyword chocolate in the English 

description, what is the difference if those 2 fields are combined with 

the operator AND or with the Operator OR?

Number of results







7. Can you build the following query using the Field Combination:

English abstract: car OR English title: car AND publication 

date:2022

NO 



Search menu







Advanced search

 Unlimited number of search terms

 Boolean operators: AND, OR, NOT, ANDNOT

 Proximity: NEAR, BEFORE 

 Range operators: […TO…], {…TO…}

Wildcards: ?, *

Weighting factor: ^

 Query assistant



Grouping/nesting (…)

 Solar OR (wind AND turbine)

 (solar OR wind) AND turbine

 EN_TI: electric car

electric will be searched in English title but car in all fields

 EN_TI: (electric car)

Both electric and car will be searched in the English title













Exercises

Q&A using Zoom poll

Practical exercises











Exercises

1. Which field/s should you use to:

a. retrieve documents in Japanese

b. search information in all the parts of Chinese documents

c. look for a precise IPC code

d. look for an applicant

e. retrieve information in the Spanish claims

f. search for all the information related to national phase entry data?

g. search information in the text in French

h. retrieve kind codes



Exercises

1. Which field/s should you use to:

a. retrieve documents in Japanese: JA (JA_AB; JA_TI…)

b. search information in all the parts of Chinese documents: ZH_ALL

c. look for a precise IPC code: IC_EX

d. look for an applicant: PAA (all data); PA (name)

e. retrieve information in the Spanish claims: ES_CL

f. search for all the information related to national phase entry data: NPA

g. search information in the text in French: FR_ALLTXT

h. retrieve latest kind codes: DTY



2. Using the Advanced search interface, build using the English abstract field, 

the following queries to retrieve documents:

a. About bicycle or car that are electric or solar

b. About apparatus to measure blood pressure

c. About electric vehicle or electric car with an application date between 

2019 and 2021.



2. Using the Advanced search interface, build using the English abstract field, 

the following queries to retrieve documents:

a. About bicycle or car that are electric or solar





2. Using the Advanced search interface, build using the English abstract field, 

the following queries to retrieve documents:

b. About apparatus to measure blood pressure





2. Using the Advanced search interface, build using the English abstract field, 

the following queries to retrieve documents:

c. About electric vehicle or electric car with an application date between 2019 

and 2021.



3. Using the Advanced search interface, build a query to retrieve PCT 

applications having licensing availability information and third party observation



3. Using the Advanced search interface, build a query to retrieve PCT 

applications having licensing availability information and third party observation



4. Using the Advanced search interface, build a query to retrieve documents 

having:

a. the key word solar or the combination of wind/turbine in

the English description

a. cancer biomarker in the English description













5. Using the Advanced search interface, build the following queries to retrieve 

documents:

a. From the national collection of US, having electric bicycle in the English 

Claims and published between 2018 and now.

b. Add IPC for electricity;

generation, conversion; 

dynamoelectric machines









6. Correct the queries below:

ZH_AB:(机器人 OR 机械手 OR 机器人车 OR OR 水下机器 OR 先人)

EN_DE:(electric* OR elect* OR suppor* OR supp* OR stan* OR stand* OR 

found* OR carr* OR carri*)

FP:(water OR fluid) AND (support AND electric) OR hydrosupport)



6. Correct the queries below:

ZH_AB:(机器人 OR 机械手 OR 机器人车 OR OR 水下机器 OR 先人)

EN_DE:(electric* OR elect* OR suppor* OR supp* OR stan* OR stand* OR 

found* OR carr* OR carri*)

FP:((water OR fluid) AND (support AND electric) OR hydrosupport)



Result list









Exercises

1. Perform the following search to find documents containing in the English 

claims the keyword bridge and the keywords vertical or horizontal

a. Sort the results by publication date descending

b. Group the results by familes

c. Include non-patent literature
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b. Group the results by familes

c. Include non-patent literature
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Exercises

1. Perform the following search to find documents containing in the English 

claims the keyword bridge and the keywords vertical or horizontal

a. Narrow down by publication date: 2012

b. Narrow down by published examined patent application (2nd level)

c. To which collection/s do the results belong to?

d. Go back to the initial result list (keeping family info and NPL)

e. Add the column «offices», what is the difference between this new 

column and «countries»



a. Narrow down by publication date: 2012





a. Narrow down by publication date: 2012



b. Narrow down by published examined patent application (2nd level)





b. Narrow down by published examined patent application (2nd level)



c. To which collection/s do the results belong to?



d. Go back to the initial result list (keeping family info and NPL)



e. Add the column «offices», 
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